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What has been taken away? What has not been taken away?

- Sports
- Community
- Hanging out
- Events
- Memories
- Activities
- Coffee

- Service Opportunities
- Surprises
- Chapel
- Clubs
- Meals
- Time with Faculty/Staff
- Projects
Adjusting the Sails

1. Yell at the wind.
2. Surrender to the wind.
3. Adjust the sails.
6 Strategies to Adjust Our Sails

1. Don’t think CONTROL, think **CONNECT**.
2. Don’t think INFORM, think **INTERPRET**.
3. Don’t think ENTERTAIN, think **EQUIP**.
4. Don’t think DO IT FOR THEM, think **HELP THEM DO IT**.
5. Don’t think PROTECT, think **PREPARE**.
6. Don’t think LECTURE, think **LAB**.
Is the learning that takes place at your university true learning if it results in head acknowledgement and not life action?
Servant Towel
Is it an attitude/mindset lifestyle?

How do we not make it a checklist?
Is life transformation in the application?
Could service be the blueprint to rectify a lot of other ills that our students face across our campus?

Is there anything better they could do that mirrors the heart of Jesus?
"Teens want excitement, novelty, risk, connection. We have let them settle for cheap counterfeits of these through roller coaster and tattoos, new fashions and styles, reality TV, video games, and social media."

- Dr. Tim Elmore

President of Growing Leaders
Surprise is a powerful tool that deepens feelings of love and attraction. Surprise creates a sense of unpredictability that makes others feel more curious about us. And this curiosity helps keep our connections and relationships feeling fresh and alive.

STUDENT SURPRISES

- **Surprise** is a powerful tool that deepens feelings of love and attraction. Surprise creates a sense of unpredictability that makes others feel more curious about us. And this curiosity helps keep our connections and relationships feeling fresh and alive.
Have we put limits on it?

WORSHIP
How are your Covid students helping those in quarantine?